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With over 380 interfaces under its belt, HSG spin-
off actesy is a sought-after partner for software 
developers and digitalisation consultants such as 
PwC. Now, AI start-up BLP Digital is also relying 
on the solution for more thrust in scaling - the two 
start-ups are entering into a partnership for this 
purpose.

Many companies are pushing ahead with their digital 
transformation. Process automation is usually one of 
the first „game changers“, with solutions based on 
artificial intelligence (AI) increasingly being used for 
data processing. Since companies usually work with 
several business systems and different databases, 
these must be linked for automation. This usually 
requires some interfaces.

This is where actesy comes into play: The HSG spin-
off, founded in 2017, unifies the data from the different 
business systems and databases on a central plat-
form with its solution. actesy now has over 380 ad-
apters available for networking between the systems. 
These adapters ensure the integration of the different 
systems and make the programming of individual 
interfaces superfluous. New software solutions for 
automation processes can be integrated more easily 
and quickly.

BLP Digital has developed such a software solution: 
The AI-based software can read document-based 
ERP processes in a fully automated way from day one, 
without any prior knowledge of the documents. To 
do this, the software needs seamless access to the 
data relevant to the ERP processes. Just as important, 
however, is how this data is fetched from the upstream 
systems and can flow into BLP Digital.

This is where the partnership between actesy and BLP 
Digital begins: In the future, the AI start-up will use 
actesy‘s adapters to be able to onboard its customers 
faster. Andreas Imthurn, co-founder of actesy, says: 
„The partnership with BLP Digital underlines the uni-
versal applicability of our integration solution, regard-
less of the underlying technology or data source“. The 
actesy solution is integrated as standard with BLP 
Digital. With an additional actesy licence, BLP Digital 
customers can „unlock“ further adapters and thus fur-

ther expand their degree of automation - for example 
for a marketplace.
 
In addition to BLP Digital, other start-ups such as the 
software developer Trade Monkey, qashqade and the 
ETH spin-off Modulos have been using the actesy 
adapters for scaling since this autumn. „As an indus-
try-independent solution, we have customers from the 
entire DACH region,“ says Imthurn. Among them are 
established large companies such as Porsche or PwC.
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Für weitere Informationen über unsere 
 Dienstleistungen zögern Sie bitte nicht, uns  
zu kontaktieren.
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